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HTA102        Modern to Contemporary: An Introduction to Art History  
Spring 2015 
The Cooper Union 
Raffaele Bedarida 
 

Essay 2: Exhibition Review and Roundtable Discussion 
Instructions 

 
 
Students are required to write a review of an exhibition/art project that is currently on view in NYC or online. 

Learning Goals  
This assignment aims to provide students with an opportunity to explore the genre of the art review. As a type 
of writing, the art review differs from a typical academic art history essay. An art review includes elements of 
description, analysis and personal evaluation. Rather than a visual analysis of one artwork, the exhibition 
review considers multiple artworks and their context of display. While academic writing often strives for 
neutrality, the art review relies on (a well-supported!) personal response and opinion. Catalogue, website, 
audio-guides, etc. are integral parts of a show and should be discussed in your review (their absence can be 
significant too). Use your knowledge of key art historical methods to assess and discuss the way art is 
approached and presented in the show.  

 
Suggested Preparation 

− Begin by selecting an exhibition or online art project from the list below 
− When you visit the show, be sure to take preliminary notes. Record basic information including artists, titles, 

and exhibition layout 
− Look for brochures, catalogues or hand-outs to read on the spot or to take away and read at home. See 

audio-guides, apps, or other interactive devices are incorporated in the show 
− Research the exhibition/artists/artworks and learn some background using materials from the course, the 

exhibition catalogue, website etc. as well as relevant external sources including art reviews, books and 
scholarly articles. It is important to evaluate the curator’s declared intentions vis-à-vis the actual result to 
assess how successful it is 

− Create a one-page outline of your review, using the essay format provided below 
− Use your notes to formulate an interpretation and response to the exhibition. Think about the way this 

exhibition relates to the course by reflecting on issues such as the art’s relation to modernism and/or 
postmodernism; the social and political context of production; the role of the artist; and the existing reception 
of this artwork in history of art, including Art Since 1900 

− Research the institution and the curator of the show to analyze the method used and larger narrative within 
which the show can be situated 

− Take time to develop your own framework or lens through which to view the exhibition 
− Visit the Center for Writing with your draft. Ask the Writing Associate for assistance with revising and 

improving your writing. (Remember to book your appointment early!) 
 

Key Terms to Keep in Mind* 
• A description tells us what something looks like. This may include how big the exhibition is, how the works 

are displayed, or what the works look like. 
• An analysis tells us how some of the works work, and what all the parts of the exhibition add up to. 
• An evaluation tells us whether the exhibition was worth curating, how well it was done, and whether it is 

worth seeing. 
 
(*These definitions are excerpted from Sylvan Barnet. For a more detailed discussion, see the chapter on art reviews 
in Barnet’s A Short Guide to Writing About Art) 
 
 
Due Dates 

• April 29: final essay due 
• May 6: roundtable 

 
Guidelines 

• course grade value: 15% (paper), 5% (participation to roundtable) 
• required length =  7-8 pages of writing, not including title/sources/appendix (1000-1250 words) (final 

version) 
• typed, double spaced, using standard MLA format 
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• required: sources cited; appendix: exhibition basic information (venue, dates, title, curator); 
reproductions of exhibition installation and any artworks discussed in detail; list of artworks in exhibition 

• required references: Art Since 1900, exhibition’s catalogue or website, plus at least 1 academic source 
and 1 popular/journalistic source. Academic sources must be scholarly and academic art history journal 
articles and/or books published since 2000. You should also include at least one journalistic review of the 
exhibition you discuss (i.e. published in newspapers, art magazines, or blogs). 

Essay Format 

The paper should be structured in standard academic essay format and is expected to include the following elements: 

a) title page (include your name, course info, date) 
b) description and overview of exhibition 
c) relevant background (i.e. art/artist/social issue/venue) 
d) analysis (of show/of specific artworks) 
e) discussion of method and larger narrative 
f) your evaluation / interpretation 
g) concluding remarks 
h) sources cited 
i) appendix (information exhibition details, maps, diagrams, web-pages, video stills/photo documentation, 

list of artworks etc.) NOTE: I will use this section to prepare images for the roundtable on the 
contemporary art scene 

 
 
Assessment 

Your art review should be directed at an interested general audience (i.e. your class-mates), and should aim 
to enhance their understanding and experience of art. Your review will be evaluated using the following 
criteria: description (including relevant background/facts), analysis (including evidence of research), 
evaluation/ personal response (including creativity and persuasiveness), and basic format (including 
appendix). 

 
 
Choose One of the Current Exhibitions  
 

− MoMA: The Forever Now: Contemporary Painting in an Atemporal World, through April 5 

− MoMA: Bjork, through June 7 

− MoMA: Scenes for a New Heritage: Contemporary Art from the Collection, through March 31, 2016 

− Guggenheim: On Kawara: Silence, through May 3 

− Guggenheim: Monir Shahroudy Farmanfarmaian, through June 3 

− Guggenheim: Hugo Boss Prize 2014 - Paul Chan, through May 13 

− P.S.1: Samara Golden: The Flat Side of the Knife, through August 30 

− P.S.1: Wael Shawky: Cabaret Crusades, through August 31 

− New Museum: 2015 triennial: Surround Audience, through May 24 

− Brooklyn Museum: Chitra Ganesh: Eyes of Time, through July 12 

− Brooklyn Museum: Kehinde Wiley: A New Republic, through May 24 

− Brooklyn Museum: Basquiat: The Unknown Notebooks, through August 23 

− Queens Museum: After Midnight Indian Modernism to Contemporary India 1947-1997, through June 28 

− Nurture Art: Videorover: Season 9, through May 21 

− Dev Art – Art Made With Code https://devart.withgoogle.com/  

− Bruce High Quality Foundation http://www.thebrucehighqualityfoundation.com/ (and elsewhere online), 

ongoing 

− http://thejogging.tumblr.com/ ongoing (also read Brad Troemel) 

− http://www.googleartproject.com/ until the end of time, perhaps 

− http://www.e-flux.com 

−  
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Or, you may select your own exhibition, subject to the following constraints 
- Email me your chosen project by April 20th  
- The exhibition you choose must: 

− focus on art produced after 1980 
− be on view until at least April 2015 
− have a venue accessible to Cooper Union (i.e. in Manhattan or online) 
− be accompanied by a catalogue, brochure, blog, or other form of written documentation 
− feel free to choose exhibitions in commercial galleries or auction houses, online art projects 

 


